Supplemental terms and conditions
Governing Deliveries (AVL-12-01)
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2.

3.

4.
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The 2010 Incoterms of the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris are determinative in respect of the delivery conditions, except insofar as the provisions
stipulated in the General Terms and Conditions of Purchase or this Agreement
explicitly provide otherwise.
The delivery of Goods, the provisions governing the costs of delivery and the transfer of risk will be Delivered Duty Paid, unloaded, in accordance with the 2010 Incoterms at the address indicated by Eneco and within the agreed term in accordance
with the delivery specifications, on the understanding that the risk related to the
Goods will not be transferred to Eneco until after Eneco has accepted the Goods in
accordance with the provisions stipulated in the General Terms and Conditions of
Purchase. Eneco may amend the delivery specifications at any time, provided it
does so on reasonable grounds.
In the event that for any reason whatsoever Eneco is unable to take delivery of the
Goods at the agreed time and those goods are ready to be delivered, the Supplier
will keep those Goods separately and recognisably marked as the property of
Eneco and secure them in exchange for a reasonable fee, to be determined in
consultation, and will take any and all measures that are necessary to prevent any
deterioration in quality, until that time at which Eneco is able to take delivery of the
Goods.
The Goods must be properly packed and secured and transported in such a way
that they reach their destination in good condition, with due observance of the
applicable laws and regulations in that respect.
The Supplier will duly comply with any requirements that Eneco stipulates in
respect of the packaging or the transport.
The Supplier is responsible for removing the packing materials that it delivers with
the Goods from Eneco’s site. Eneco will be entitled to return the packing materials
at the Supplier’s risk and expense at any time.
On the packing list the Supplier must clearly indicate, in an orderly manner, the
purchase order number, the article number, the description of the articles and the
quantities.
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